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Maria Eliades talks to
editor, Jim Hinks about
Comma Press' Turkish to
English endeavour

Comma Press is a leading independent
publisher based in Manchester,
England, who only prints short
stories. The Press began as an artists'
group that published short story
booklets around England. In 2007,
they began focusing their translation
imprint on foreign fiction. The Book of
Istanbul, which was supported by the
Turkish Subvention Project (TEDA)
and the British Council, is their first
Turkish collection.

Tell me about your involvement
with this project.
There's a fantastic tradition of short
story writing in Turkish fiction. The
Book of Istanbul is really a step towards
bringing those authors to English
readers. Quite a few of the authors in the
book are not translated into English.
Others, apart from one or two stories,
also aren't published in English. It's an
opportunity to introduce these great
artists to English readers.
What would you say
characterizes the Turkish short
story?
If you read the anthology, it's very
difficult to pin them down. I think it's a
bit of a cliché in a way when people
talk about Turkey or particularly
Istanbul because it straddles two
continents. They talk about this
influence in two different directions of
the European tradition and the Arabic
tradition. People describe the Arabic
tradition as being very much about
the voice, going on digressions and
being very poetic, whereas with the
European tradition, some of the
stories are like Guy de Maupassant or
Kafka. You can see the influences
from both sides, but I also think that if
you read them, they don't read like
stories from any place else. That's
what's unique about them. It's hard to
know where this comes from. There's
no uniform style. I don't think you can
say, 'This is a Turkish short story,'
because there are so many different
voices with so many ways of
expression. The Turkish language
has a tendency to be very poetic. It
almost permits the authors to do
things that English, for example,
doesn't. I think it has a lot to do with

the expression of internalized thought
within the body of the prose. A lot of
these stories flip between standard
narration and a sudden utterance of
thought that flies at the end of the
sentence. It happens a lot more in
Turkish than in English.
Could it be a little like a stream of
consciousness?
Possibly, but I think it's more
disciplined than a stream of
consciousness. Sometimes when
people think of stream of
consciousness, they think of a
rambling outpouring that is not in
any way measured. But I think there's
a lot of craft in this kind of story. It's
not haphazard at all; it's very
carefully crafted.
How did you decide which short
stories would be in this
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collection?
My Turkish editor, Gül
Turner, and I worked on it.
Gül is a journalist in Turkey
and also a publisher. She has
pretty comprehensive
knowledge of Turkish
fiction. We also worked with
the Cunda translating
workshop, Amy Spangler,
who is a literary agent, and various
translators. Gül came up with a list of
particularly strong stories. We
wanted to go for writers who people
hadn't heard of and who were
particularly excellent at this short
story form. We also wanted to find a
good mix between old writers and
writers of the younger generation,
male and female, people from
different backgrounds and
educations. We've been really pleased
with the stories we've found.
How much exposure have you
had to Turkish writing before this
project?
We've published four Turkish short
story writers before in anthologies:
Nedim Gürsel, Mehmet Saçl›o¤lu,
Hatife Meryam and Murathan Mungo.
I really liked them. I just wanted to
explore the Turkish short story
tradition further. For me, it's been a
journey of discovery. I've read so many
short stories by writers I never could
read before because they were not
published in English, so it's been great.
What can we expect from the
upcoming translation of Nedim
Gürsel's book, The Last Tramway?

Crossing the continents

The Book of Istanbul: A City in Short Fiction is like a pot of familiar flavours combined for the first
time. You know you may have taken a glimpse at the wandering teenagers, the impromptu traffic

directors and the longing servants of these stories in your daily Istanbul routine, but have you ever got-
ten this close to them all at once?

The collection opens with Nedim Gürsel's “Crocus,” which takes the reader on a ride through mem-
ory. Set in the time just after the coup in the 80s, the story focuses on the urgency of playing with
death and a relationship, which the narrator describes as “the misborn child of March 12,” which he
is reminded of in “settings [which] carry certain significance among my memories of her. More pre-
cisely, cars. One car in particular. The Anadol -the pride and glory of the regime in those years.”
Gürsel's capacity for vivid description is uplifting. Others that stand out are Gönül K›v›lc›m's “Out of
Reach” and Mario Levi's “I Did Not Kill Monsieur Moise.” The former is the tale of a servant who falls
in love with her mistress' son, brilliantly told through a focus on body parts. More abstract is, “I Did
Not Kill Monsieur Moise,” which informs us of our main character, an agnostic Sephardic Jew,
through a literary obituary of objects and snippets. The story concludes a collection that we can only
hope for every time we open a book. The Book of Istanbul will be released in November and available
at Pandora Books. 

Maria Eliades traverses Istanbul with the latest translated prose

Shifting Geography

It's a collection of short stories that
dates back ten years. I think they
incorporate a lot of his
autobiographical stories about his
difficulties in the 1970s and 80s. One
story from that collection that we've
previously published is called “The
Award,” which is absolutely
fantastic. It's not a million miles away
from “Crocus,” which appears in this
anthology. He's covering the same
ground, but I think he's such a master
of the short story form. He introduces
a certain theme and you know he's
going to round on it at the end of the
story. There are no loose ends.
Someone else would just let
those pieces fall apart, but he
picks up on them again. It's like
you're hanging there and you're
saying, 'Okay, I'm trusting you'
and you're trusting yourself on
something like a tightrope but a
little more complex in knowing
there might not be a next step,
but then he weaves it through.
That's it exactly. You just feel like
you're in safe hands when you're with
Nedim Gürsel.

Jim Hinks
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